Team Information

Picture of vehicles:
Name of vehicles: Truck MAN X58, Autonomous Tractor, Taurob

Picture of team leader:
Name of team leader: Dipl.-Ing. Bernhard PESCHAK, COL

Team Name: Team Austrian Technology
Team E-mail: arwt.fgt@bmlvs.gv.at
Logo: TAT
Website: -
Location: Vienna
Institution/Company: Armament and Defence Technology Agency, University of applied sciences Technikum Wien, TAUROB
Address: 1090 WIEN, Rossauer Lände 1
Telephone: +43 (0)50201 1030700; mobil +49 (0)664 622 1663
Fax: +43 (0)50201 103017135

Team Description: The Team consists of the Austrian Armament and Defence Technology Agency representing the user approach, the University of applied sciences Technikum Wien representing the scientific approach and the company TAUROB representing the commercial approach and supplier of the platform;

Sponsors: -
Selection of scenario:

Return form to: elrob@elrob.org
Team Information

__ Reconnoitring of structures (focus on radiological and nuclear measuring and mapping) X

__ Mule (shuttle between two locations) X

__ Movements / Convoying (transport with two vehicles) X

__ Search & Rescue (SAR) / MedEvac (find and drag a dummy body) X

__ Reconnaissance and disposal of bombs and explosive devices (EOD/IED; for professionals only!) X

Proof of citizenship:: A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!

Will be sent as soon as possible.